1995 gmc jimmy 4x4

Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used GMC Jimmy. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
All-new SUV appears based on revamped Sonoma. Four-wheel-drive models have electronic
transfer case as standard equipment. Spare tire on four-door model is mounted beneath cargo
bay instead of in it. Five different suspension packages are available. One engine, a horsepower
4. All-wheel drive is optional. Driver airbag and air conditioning are standard equipment. Read
more. Write a review See all 20 reviews. I love my Jimmy. The only issue that I have had with my
Jimmy is the fuel economy. I accredit that to the fact that it is 13 years old and it's been driven
fairly regularly with average maintenance. I would not sell or trade my Jimmy without serious
consideration, even with todays gas prices. My parents bought this truck brand new and used it
up to about 84, miles. Being that is sat for five years many of the parts are rotted out and
needed to be replaced. So far I've had to fix the ac compresor, spider fuel injector assembly,
brake system including lines, catalytic converter, starter. I had a few of the parts put in but
otherwise the Jimmy is pretty easy to work on yourself. I enjoy the truck and I think even for a
95 the truck looks great. My red paint has held up almost 15 years and except for the few
scrathces the paint looks like new, the leather held up and litterly looks new the back seats dont
even have any wear marks. Read less. The guy who sold me this junk knew what he was doing
Its nothing but money money and problems they are good about posting the problems but wont
respond to anything and wont put out a penny for all the mess they created what ever happened
to good american cars? Will never buy again. Dont even give a second look just run the other
way. Great beginner's car. I love this vehicle. Got it a few months ago as my 1st car I'm Very
comfortable and nice looking. Easy to drive. Has a lot of modern amenities in it that my mom's
Malibu doesn't even have. Gonna keep this until it falls apart. It has no rust and under , miles on
it now so I'm hoping it lasts a long time. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the Jimmy. Sign Up. Many people saved thousands of dollars by doing some
technical service procedures for their GMC Trucks Jimmy by themselves. The easiest type of
technical maintenance is changing engine oil, axles oil, manual and automatic transmission oil.
If you want to change engine oil, for instance, by yourself and save a couple of bucks you need
to know how much this fluid engine oil is needed for GMC Trucks Jimmy If you fill engine or
axles of your car with oil to the brim it may damage your vehicle engine or axles and void
manufacturer warranty. Good news! We have this information and we give it to you for free.
Note: all capacities are approximate. When adding, be sure to fill to the appropriate level, as
recommended in user manual for your GMC Trucks Jimmy Note: not all air conditioning
refrigerants are the same. If the air conditioning system in your vehicle needs refrigerant, be
sure the proper refrigerant is used. If you're not sure, ask your dealer. Feel free to contact us if
you have any questions: info oemcats. Follow us on Facebook - Submit a new shop - Terms and
conditions. This site is not owned or operated by General Motors Company. This site is
intended for reference only. Please contact your local dealer for latest info. Genuine OEM parts
marketplace. Cars Login. Your cart is empty. View Cart Checkout. GMC Trucks Jimmy Fluids
Capacities and Specifications. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January
Never used silicon. Make sure you get the lines right if you run all the ones to the transfer case
on 3 button. RD, thanks for your reply. Things are getting worse and worse! Original problem,
TCCM needs to be rebooted on a regular basis. Done so far in this order: 1. Replaced TCCM
with a used one from ebay - no change 4. TC fluid b. Replaced Front Diff oil c. Replaced TC
encoder motor d. Replaced vacuum lines to TC Now no 4wd at all, 4 hi and 4 lo flash then back
to 2-hi I am stationed in the Persian Gulf and am unable to do the work myself, physical injury,
but, I have a reasonably knowledgeable local mechanic that does what I tell him, that is I

supervise! Questions 1. Is this indeed a TC? I have seen the phrase "firewall solenoid" in the
newsgroup, is this the actuator under the battery or is it a different part? When my guy ran the
new vacuum lines from the TC sensor, he told me one was a breather. Is this so? If not where do
all three 3 hoses go? What did he miss? I have seen repeated comments regarding the encoder
motor, 4 hi and 4 low. Before installing the new motor we connected it to the plug and pushed
the 4-hi button and it did move. So last and for all, does the TC encoder motor do anything when
shifting from 2wd to 4 hi? Hooked up direct vacuum to actuator and it does pull the cable! So
this means no vacuum from 3 port switch on TC to actuator! Further research on vacuum: I
have identified the hoses on the switch on the TC: 1 constant vacuum from intake set up 2 to
vacuum actuator under battery 3 is release vent for sifting back to 2wd. What pushes the Ball? I
presume something in the TC moves, probably moved by the encoder motor? I hear the TC
encoder motor running when pushing the 4-Hi switch. Is it possible that the hoses were
connected incorrectly to the TC vacuum switch? I know it is keyed, so this shouldn't be
possible but hose 1 constant vacuum and 2 vent are the same size and could theoretically be
switched and would explain why there is no vacuum to the actuator under the battery. For the
sake of argument, which hose should be where, clockwise from the "key" on the switch? Also,
is it possible to install the TC encoder motor in the wrong position, i. I hear it run when I push
the 4-hi and 4-lo switches, so it's doing something! Last but not least, I am out here on the
fringe of the world so getting parts is a battle! Again HELP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! You got it. The 3 port vac
switch on the TC is the most likely item to fail but its new. When in 2wd the ball on the switch
bottom is down and the vac shut off while the vent line also connected to the TC vent is
connected to the front actuator so its uncoupled the front axle. When 4Hi selected the encoder
motor steps to move a fork in the TC that engages the front driveshaft and pushes the ball up
on the 3 port vac switch that opens the port so the engine vac now is to the front actuator and
shuts off the vent port to actuator. That front coupler sensor is gm The firewall solenoid is for
autotrac 4 button cases only so you don't have. You can find most parts online at the dorman,
smpcorp, or rockauto sites all with pics and many cross ref s. I have a Blazer 4x4 with 2wd 4hi
4lo and auto 4wd buttons the transfer case is always engaged front drive shaft always turns is
this supposed to be that way? The 4 button Autotrac transfer cases NP always have the
driveshaft connected by desigh so no worries. This is always spinning to accomodate the
Auto4wd selection that senses wheel spin and engages power to the front differential when
needed. The 3 button cases NP does not and it engages when 4wd is selected. February I have
the same Auto 4wd system on my Jimmy 4x4 Diamond Edition. My 4wd will work for a while,
then the Service 4wd light will come on. Then a week later they 4wd works fine again, then a
week later Any clue to what might me causing this? I would like to get a direction before I start
tearing into this thing. And with inches of snow in the forecast for tomorrow, I really should go
to town on it tonight! Also, is there an easy way to change the transfer case fluid? As for fixing
look back up at all the answers I posted - covers most. As for fluid there are 2 plugs - bottom to
drain and top to fill and use the blue syn fluid GMonly 2 qts not red Dexron! Cold can cause
some binding and sensor sticking. If its the computer pull the AWD and 4wd fuses for 30 min or
the battery cable and see if the reboot fixes. TCCM or 4wd computer is in the pass side kick
panel and that maybe it or the front axle has the axle coupler on the pass side that must engage
- push switch, vac form engine down to transfer case 3 port switch activated by the encoder
motor on the case. Check vac lines, switches and sensors - many posts on all that. I have a
Jimmy When the auto 4wd drive button is pressed, the light stays on, but the front wheels won't
turn as needed. I tested this in my ice covered driveway Last week the service 4wd light was on
often until I disconnected the battery for. Now the 4wd seems ok, but not the auto 4wd. I've read
several posts that mentioned vacuum lines and actuators,but they seemed to be related to the
4wd not working at all, not the auto 4wd I still don't know what to look for Please help, Thanks.
The auto 4wd is controlled by the TCCM commanding the encoder motor to select the proper
setting tpo the transfer case clutchy packs as the wheels slip so, are you sure that auto doesn't
work? Thanks for the reply Yes,4hi does work I don't use 4lo though. I know this, I was at a
traffic light the other day on snow in auto 4wd. When I tried to move, the back wheels were
spinning, but the front never engaged so I pressed 4hi. And again it happened in the driveway.
March Is it possible that the button on the dash is at fault? Yes, the TCCM receives different
voltages from the dash switch to tell it waht mode to select, but not commonly bad. I now have
discovered the auto 4wd works when in reverse but not forward I tested this several times now.
It kicks in immediately when backing up, but when I put it in drive The rear wheels just spin. Any
thoughts? I fixed the vacucum leak at fire wall and still get inyermittin 4x4 to work i also have
ABS brake issues when i break hard it shivers any relation ships? Remember that auto only
works to supply power to the front diff when wheel slip occurs i. The ABS should pulse the
brakes and you should hear them and if the rotors are rusty you will pull to one side then after a

few full stops with the ABS engaging it should clear up - this all assumes the brake syytem is
fullt functional and rotors don't grab warped during normal breaking. There are speed sensors
in each hub that tell the ABS whats happening and in the transfer case on 4wds for the rears in
the transmission on 2wd for rear. Try it. Always can put the battery cable later to reset TCCM if a
problem. If the encoder motor jams up then hit it a few times and see if that frees it. All wires
should be uncut and connected of course. I really hope you could offer more info because you
have helped so much so far and I am on a limmited budget and I am handy with tools but not a
mechanic at all but cant aford a dealer I am working with a garage mechanic he performed the
work youu have advised so far, and I think we are almost there I hope so far we changed both
front hubs and inspected front brake pads [lots left] and we changed the rear pads and trued the
rotor Thank for your or anyones help I have inspection due april! The light on the dash will
come on and i can hear a click like the 4 wheel drive is working but the front tires wont lock I
have checked all the plugs on the tranfer case. I have tried everything to get the 4 wheel drive to
work :mad: can some one help. April I have a GMC Jimmy that has been in the shop 4 times in
the last month. When the 4wd is changed to 2wd and back to 4wd, the abs light comes on. The
shop changed the abs sensor, only to have it happen again. The Jimmy is visiting the mechanic
again, and they have finally admitted defeat. Does anyone have a clue what is going on? Each
front hub has an ABS sensor and the rear one is in the transfer case. Fronts in rusty areas salt
have had the sensors raise up as the rust deposits on the sensor mounting point so the fix is
remove, carfully sand the mounting point keeping the material out of the hub hole, reinstall -OK
now. GM has a scanner to read the ABS codes so that would be my suggestion. GM has the
bulletins on these maintenance intensive vehicles, as they age not gracefully. Drive well and run
well but you gotta keep on them - I am constantly changing sensors and parts to keep my 4
running. I also have a problem or concern. Today both my ABS and park brake light on the dash
came on. Is this true, and also will a code reader tell me the problem? May I also have brake lite
on after a jerk or wet condition and 4x4 is struck in auto mode?? I tried diconecting bat.
Depends on year model and must assume you mean the ABS brake light , but would have to say
the front wheel ABS sensor connecor on the frame about 2 ft up front the sensor is getting wet,
the wire has a cut, or the mount has rust deposits on the hub so sensor cal off - GM bulletin on
the rust requires unbolting sensor and cleaning mounting point without getting crap in the hub.
Then search all the posts on 4wd fixes already posted. OK, see that Neutral line that connects
the 2wd and 4Lo buttons - press them at the same time. Hey and good news yours also has the
secondary air injection pump and valves that only had! Good luck. All Blazers have the same
issues and yes I did my 01 4wd at 90k miles both hubs , ball joints, and then the CV axle on one
side went. My 98 2wd went at k then the other side at k. Hi, i have a jimmy with , miles and in the
last 2 years the following has happened Now radiator leaks and the 4wd isnt working. I push the
4hi button and both 4hi and 4lo blink and then it goes back 2hi by itself. Sometimes both 4hi
and 4lo blink and stay lit and i can't get it to go back into 2hi.. Ive had same problems with the
4X4 in my 98 Jimmy I decided to replace all rubber vacuum lines in truck to Syn-Flex lines which
are plastic airlines usually made for airride systems in Long-Haul trucks. Worked like a charm
but was very time consuming to replace all the fittings for the new style lines. However k since
and not one problem. Depends on case type but would guess a 3 button dash switch No auto
function and if so a np transfer case and it has the vac switch on the drivers side of the transfer
case and 3 sets of lines running down there - check them first then do a search in the posts for
the many on fixing all 4wd problems. June I just rebuilt my first tranny and have reinstalled it
4L60E My dumb question of the day is, Is there a correct position for the 3 port vacuum switch
on the top of the transfer case, or will any position do? It would seem that if it had to go in a
particular orientation, the plug would be a unique shape. The reason I ask is, I installed it once
and when I test drove it, I thought I had something wrong internally. The car dragged in forward
and wouldn't back up at all. I now suspect that it was the transfer case. Originally it all worked
fine, just reverse was worn out. When I reinstalled the rear drive shaft, the TCase output shaft
wouldn't turn, like last time. The transmission itself seems okay. The rubber vac top of the 3
port switch is keyed or has a distinct notch on it so only one way it fits correctly on the switch
itself which just is screwed in till tight. I have a Jimmy 4wd. When I start it, the 4wd error light
comes on and never turns off. I don't have any leaking fluids, any strange noises, etc. Any help
would be great. Could be many items so look thru the posts. Try a 30 min battery disconnect to
reset the 4wd computer as first step. July I had the exact same problem with the whining noise
on my 95 blazer. Problem resolved by replacing the vacuum switch on top of the transfer case.
The vacuum switch is a very inexpensive repair. August I am experiencing the exact problem
with my 95 blazer. Can you please tell me how to replace the vacuum switch. I was unsuccessful
in locating instructions on alldatadiy. Your help is greatly appreciated. Auto 4x4 light,2H,4H and
4L lights flash in the dash often. Seems like engine will stall for a quick second then the service

4x4 light flashes on and sometimes stays on. Also noticed clicking sound from right hand lower
kick panel when the 4x4 lights flash. September Everything works like it should,but where the
cable pulls on the front axle to lock it in nothing happens. I tried to manually put it in but it still
doesn't work. Was wondering what couldbe wrong inside the front differential. October OK
today i feel really stupid after months of wondering what the heck happened and why the 4
wheel drive stoped working i decided to go down the line and check the fuses well apparently
fuse 19 was bad which works the 4wd switch box i guess i changed the fuse and i now see the
lights light up and i can feel it kick on when i put it in 4LO But amm wondering i had some help
from a friends we lifted all 4 wheel up using 1 jack in the front and 2 jacks in the back got all 4
wheels of the ground i wanted to just see if the 4 wheel drive works still and i dont understand
how come the front wheels dont spin is it something that is just because it has to be on the
ground will the Front wheels not spin or engage if the jimmy is not on the ground or is
something still wrong check the vacuum lines everything seems to be fine cant think of what
the problem could be please help thank you. We got a part 4wd switch from an auto salvage
yard because we thought it would fix the issue of the buttons being stuck. When we connect the
part you can push the 4wd buttons in but now they do not light up as they used to. We are
guessing that we just got another bad part. We also checked the fuses and they are fine. Does
this sound like the problem to you too? Are you trying to change from 4WD to 2WD when you
are driving? I think its safer, if you pull over, put it in neutral, and change over to 2WD or 4WD.
Mine jimmy's at about miles, kms, and my truck shifts from 2wd to 4wd to 4wd low perfect, I just
keep replacing the trasfercase fluid every summer December I would almost think whatever
engages or disengages the different modes is not doing so completely. Any ideas? Thanks
everyone. It will not shift into 4Hi, Auto4wd or 4Lo. I don't know what else could be the problem
if it is not the transfer case, shifter motor, or TCCM. Any suggestions would be greatly
appreciated! Thanks in advance. Sign In or Register to comment. For more information go to
The Jimmy and its so-called twin, the Chevrolet S Blazer, came out in Both vehicles belong to
the mid-size SUV category. The original S was specifically smaller than the full-size K5 Blazer,
but they were both available only with a two-door body style. Engine-wise, the GMC Jimmy
offered a 2. Good thing there was another engine option, which was the 2. Since the state of
California has stricter emissions standards, the original 2. After , the Jimmy replaced the Isuzu
engine and the other diesel engines with a 2. When came, the V6 engine received a throttle-body
fuel injection. The first four-door GMC S model became available in This version received a
wheelbase that is 6. In the same year, the anti-lock brake feature became standard. The model,
which was the last one for the first generation, received minor interior and exterior
modifications. A bigger GMC Jimmy was offered for the model year. Protective airbags and
additional space for storage also came with the new Jimmy version. During this time, all Jimmy
models featured the 4. The door handles grew bigger and the airbags for the passengers
became standard. The millennium gave the GMC Jimmy a fascia makeover through the
redesigned front bumpers. The Jimmy label was first used in the full-size truck released in The
Diamond version sported an aluminum-made silver plate, which goes around the lower portion
of the SUV. It also had leather seats adorned with diamond patterns and a special diamond logo.
In terms of performance, the GMC Jimmy is one of those midsize SUVs that can get the job
done while still providing interior comfort and great on-board technology. However, no matter
how capable and high-end your vehicle may be, winter will humble it. All vehicles become equal
in the face of thick inches of snow. In fact, some drivers can't even reach the grocery because
their cars get stuck in snow or aren't starting or running properly. Don't let this happen to you.
There are ways for you to prepare your car for winter. Below are some tips on how you can
winter-proof your Jimmy:. One thing you have to keep in mind is that your car becomes thirstier
when they are in a cold driving condition. Make sure that the engine's oil level is what it should
be to keep the engine running smoothly. Aside from engine oil, also make sure the radiator
contains the right mixture of coolant and water. A mix will help the water stay in liquid form
even below freezing point. If that water in the engine freezes, the temperature could go up, and
the engine will stop workingâ€”leaving you stranded in the snow. Poor visibility is dangerous
for driving during the winter because you cannot see the road. Hence, it is very important to
keep the windshield clear and clean before heading out into a snowed road. Always make sure
the wiper blades are properly functioning. It is advised that you replace your vehicle's wiper
blades at least once a year. Always top up the windshield washer fluid. Get the right washer
fluid and never use ordinary water as it freezes easily and would become useless in extremely
cold weather. You can also get windshield cover to protect your GMC Jimmy from getting frozen
windscreen while in the garage. When your car's battery fails, the engine also fails. In harsh and
snowy weather, the battery gets drained easily. In fact, battery failure is one of the most
common causes of car breakdowns during winter. Therefore, checking your vehicle's batteries

is an important step in winter-proofing your vehicle. Look for any sign of damage where the
battery connects to the car. Replace damaged batteries or have it repaired before winter comes.
Any battery older than five years old may have a hard time performing during the cold and will
need a replacement. You can also install a battery charger to give the battery an extra boost
during driving. Even if your Jimmy has all-season tires, get winter tires. All-season tires may not
work during harsher road conditions. If you'd rather not buy another set of tires, the
workaround is to make sure that the tires are kept at proper pressure. Tires without proper
pressure will have a tough time pushing through snow, and you'll feel like hydroplaning on
water instead of driving on the road surface. Keep in mind that for every 10 degrees the weather
drops, the tires lose a pound of pressure. Always bring pressure gauge with you to ensure that
the tires stay inflated to the recommended PSI level. You should also make sure that the tires
have at least 3mm of tread for winter driving. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. GMC Jimmy Alternator. GMC
Jimmy Driveshaft. GMC Jimmy Headlight. GMC Jimmy Headliner. GMC Jimmy Muffler. GMC
Jimmy Starter. GMC Jimmy Valance. Refine by:. See All. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of Showing 1 boss radio wiring harness
lincoln ls 2002 manual
2001 ford taurus motor mount diagram
15 of results. Aug 25, Keep those wheels attached to the Truck! Perfect Fit. It was a pain to
change though. All those rusted bolts. Pennsylvania Salt! Worked like the Original. Purchased
on Aug 03, Jun 26, Perfect fit. Good buy. Stephen Nichols. Purchased on Jun 12, Aug 28, Great
part, just installed it last week, my sidewall of inside of tire does not rub against sway bar. Rob
Schwartz. Purchased on Aug 13, GMC Jimmy Guides. The Early Years: First Generation Helpful
Automotive Resources. In short, the tailgate will come straight out of the factory on all variants
of the Sierra except for. GMC Hummer EV Spotted for the First Time That is, until spy shots of
the upcoming electric pick-up were shared by an anonymous reader of online publication
Roadshow, showing that its development is coming along wellâ€”and very quickly at that.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

